Recruiting Intern  
Phoenix, AZ

Company Background

We design and deliver health and performance game plans that ignite people to realize their potential. We equip people to identify and overcome mental and physical obstacles, creating personal breakthroughs leading to a healthier, higher performing, and transformed workforce.

Our integrated approach to mindset, movement, nutrition, and recovery allow employees of all walks of life to realize their previously impossible wellness goals.

EXOS is in a rapid growth stage with revenue doubling over the last two years and the company exceeding 300 employees. EXOS Business programming is rolled out at leading corporations including Intel, Walgreens, Sheraton and State Street and is scaling quickly and successfully. In 2011, EXOS was named one of Fast Company’s 10 Most Innovative Companies in Sport.

EXOS is backed by Polaris Ventures, Walgreens Corporation, and ABS Capital. In the past two years alone, EXOS received $22.5M in funding from ABS and established a groundbreaking investment and partnership with Walgreens Take Care Health Systems.

Along with our world-class investors, EXOS is proud to have a team of leading partners committed to supporting human performance, including adidas, SKLZ, EAS, Sheraton, Keiser, Intel, Tignum, Axon Potential, and Zeo.

Job description
Our goal is to educate and expose you to the day to day Recruiting and Human Resources operations of our world-class facilities coast to coast. The primary responsibility of the Recruiting Intern is to assist in the sourcing of qualified Human Performance Professionals. This internship allows you to network and get exposure to recruiting for both internal and external clients.

As a Recruiting Intern you will spend your time creatively finding ways to network with Human Performance Professionals in Collegiate and Professional Sports, including Strength & Conditioning Coaches, Sports Dietitians, Physical Therapists, Sport Psychologists, and Certified Athletic Trainers. With the industry's leaders as mentors, you will grow a deeper understanding on how to build a recruiting network, source candidates, develop employer branding, interview, and hire candidates.

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

+ Strong and passionate communicator
+ Computer literate in Microsoft Office programs—Excel, Word, PowerPoint
+ Possess a competitive drive
+ Human Resource Management, Sport Administration, or Business Administration academic background preferred
+ Background in athletics and/or military preferred
+ Must be fulfilling a curriculum/graduation requirement for course credit, this is an unpaid internship
+ Candidates local to Phoenix, AZ only

Hours
Flexible around intern’s schedule and availability

Contact
EXOS
Steve Moser | Recruiter | smoser@TeamEXOS.com | 2629 E. Rose Garden Ln. Phoenix, AZ 85050